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Another 14 new colours…! 
We now have 46 colours in the weaversbazaar pre-dyed range! We have been updating the website with the 

latest additions and are particularly pleased about the way in which ranges of colours are developing. For 

example, there is a really interesting collection of purples and pinks.  

                      
 Deep Purple Mid Purple Lt. Purple Pale Lilac Violet Maroon Dark Pink Pink 

 0026 0003 0002 0009 0025 0024 0006 0001 

Another lovely collection can be found in the yellow/green range: 

                      
 Soft Lemon Tansy Yellow Sunflower Honeysuckle Gold Emerald Green Soft Green 

 0043 0041 0015 0042 0014 0016 007 0017 

We would love to hear about the colour combinations you have experimented with. 

 

NM and WC – what can these mean! 
You may have noticed that we have recently updated details on the yarn ‘counts’ and we now mainly use the 

NM count. Yarn counts are the measure of how thick or thin a yarn is and relate to the length of yarn 

required to achieve a certain weight. Historically these varied considerably with diverse regional and fibre 

counts. Most EU yarn millers now use the standard ‘new metric’ or NM count in which a count of 1 is a single 

strand of yarn (unplied) that is 1000m long and weighs 1kg. So a yarn with a NM count of 6/2 is one that has 

two strands plied together with a ‘resultant’ count of 3 (6 divided by 2) and where 1000m of each of those 

three ‘resultant’ strands together weighs 1kg – so 1kg of NM 6/2 is 3000m long. The higher the ‘resultant’ 

number, the finer the yarn.  

Some textile artists and craftspeople still work in the original Bradford Worsted Count (WC) in which a count 

of 1 is a single strand of worsted yarn that measures 560 yards and is 1 pound in weight. As with the NM, WC 

yarn lengths are calculated by determining the ‘resultant’ count and then multiplying that by 560yds.  

There is a means of converting from WC to NM but whilst we now provide details of both of these counts we 

would highlight that the WC count is an approximate one – the numbers do get very complicated but we 

hope this helps explain it a little. 

 

How do you use weaversbazaar colours…?  
Jane, a weaversbazaar customer, has kindly sent details of one of her projects.. For this 

lovely seat cover Jane selected 6/2 weaversbazaar yarns: Madder (0011), Grey 

(0020), Gold (0014) and Brown (0004). She used a rigid heddle loom with a 10 

dent reed and beat the weaving quite firmly. We are sure you will agree the 

colours really ‘sing’ and the seat looks just lovely set in the natural wooden 

chair made by her husband.  

 
 

Happy textile adventures!! 


